Transcription Unlimited, Inc.
Your Single Source for Medical Documentation Solutions

Transcription Unlimited, Inc. (TUI) improves the workflow and reduces costs for hospitals and physician
practices to create, store and share clinical documentation in an electronic format. How do we do it—by combining
the benefits of traditional dictation and transcription services with the advantages of electronic medical
records. Our documentation solutions assist clients in meeting Medicare incentives and much more. And, we
do it all with solutions that are customized to meet our clients specific workflows.

Our Services:
High Quality Transcription and Editing
TUI provides its clients with complete, high quality, end-to-end transcription services or we can fill in the gaps for
vacations or when your work load is just too large for your staff to handle. No assignment is too large or too small. Our
transcriptionists are not just typists. They are medical language specialists, trained to produce patient notes that are
timely, accurate, and legible. Our MTs rely on their thorough knowledge of anatomy, pharmacology and physiology
to edit documents as they type. They listen for dictation errors such as invalid lab values or left/right discrepancies,
and flag errors for correction before they become a permanent part of the patient record. Through this process, we
produce documents that are extremely accurate and reflect the professionalism of your practice. We offer a variety of
dictation options to meet your specific needs:

Digital voice recorder

Headset with personal computer

Toll-free phone

Speech recognition
Continued

Document Management
TUI’s web-based platform sets the industry standard for creating,
storing and sharing clinical documentation from any internet-enabled
device. We’ve worked with multiple hospitals and medical practices
to create workflows specific to their needs. And, we can design a
solution to meet your unique needs that will allow you to dictate by
telephone, handheld digital voice recorder (DVR), headset and PC,
or front-end speech recognition.
We will transcribe or edit your notes with 98%+ accuracy and tag
narrative notes for coding, PQRI reporting and EMR integration. You
can then approve your documentation online using options such as
e-Signature and batch approval.
Your documents will then be delivered and routed automatically
to any locations/offices, fax machines, even printer trays that you
choose. We can also import narrative notes and discrete data directly
into your EMR.
You have complete, secure access to your documents from any PC or
smart phone with internet access, and you can view summary patient
charts with our exclusive Patient Viewer. All access to documents is
tracked in complete compliance with all HIPAA regulations.

THE TUI PLATFORM
The TUI Platform is the nucleus of
our technology, and the foundation
of our medical documentation
workflow. Our platform handles the
transcription, transport, workflow,
delivery and archival of your
medical records. Think of it as a
central hub that coordinates the
flow of medical documentation in
an environment that ensures the
security and privacy of patient
health information. The TUI
platform is easy to learn, intuitive,
and provides robust medical
documentation solutions that can
be scaled to meet the needs of any
size hospital or physician practice.

Speech Recognition
TUI’s front-end speech recognition services allow clients to learn
this skill over time without a large upfront investment in software.
Our speech recognition technology increases your productivity by
allowing you to create and edit patient notes in real-time. We also
provide templates and macros to speed your dictation process.

EMR Optimization
For medical practices that have already invested in a legacy EMR,
TUI offers EMR services that re-introduce dictation into the
physician workflow. Eliminating productivity declines and utility
deficiencies, TUI’s EMR Optimization revitalizes legacy EMRs,
allowing practices to get the most out of their capital investment.
We’ve built HL7 interfaces into the industry’s top EMRs, so you can
continue to dictate patient notes and still receive all the benefits of
EMR technology.

TUI
Transcription Unlimited was founded in 1994
by experienced medical documentation and
transcriptionist professionals. The mission of
our company has always been to provide the
highest quality service possible by harnessing
the very latest technology to improve the
medical documentation process. Located
in Independence, MO, a suburb of Kansas
City, we support clients nationwide and our
company continues to grow at a rapid pace.

SET UP YOUR FREE CONSULTATION TODAY!

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT US AT

Christine Keele, Chief Operating Officer
(816) 350-3800 ext. 223 • ckeele@tuinc.net
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